CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusion

In the conclusion, every student has different strategies in comprehending textbook. From all categories the strategy mostly used by EFL student was Problem Solving Strategies. The mean in this strategy is 3.89 (High), and percentage in this strategy is 77.8%. Problem-solving strategies is involved the steps for the student to comprehending textbook such as adjusting ones speed of reading when the material becomes difficult, guessing the meaning of unknown words and re-reading the text to improve comprehension. In addition on the three strategies are highest frequencies. Global reading strategies had score mean 3.76 with the percentage 75.2% and Support reading strategies had score mean 3.60 with the percentage 72%. While on the statement number seventh in Global reading strategies are had level Moderate and statement number twenty-third and twenty-eighth in Support reading strategies had level Moderate too.

5.2 Suggestion

The researcher suggested students to read more textbooks to improve their reading comprehensions. Student should practice with the different reading Strategies. Students should also become more conscious in using reading strategies. For the teacher the researchers suggested to give more information to the student about reading strategies.